The recent isolation of cDNA and genomic clones corresponding to the a and /3 chains of the T cell antigen receptor (TCR) of both mice and humans has permitted a number of studies regarding evolution of these genes (1-3). Both the a and ,Q chain genes show organizational and structural homology to immunoglobulins (1-4) in that there are variable (V), diversity (D), joining (J), and constant (C) region gene segments that are separated in germline DNA. These segments undergo rearrangement during T cell ontogeny to assemble a functional gene capable of encoding the corresponding protein product (5, 6). The (3 gene complex contains two highly similar C region genes (CT0, and CTN2), each of which is associated at its 5' end with a cluster of JTa and DTQ gene segments (for CTR2, there is only one DT02 gene segment [7] [8] [9] [10] ). Both the CTQ genes are divided into four exons separated by corresponding introns. The two CTR constant genes are present and highly conserved in all inbred mice (11), with the marked exception of NZW, which has lost CT0,, DT,Q2, and JT02 regions (12), and SJL, which displays a restriction fragment polymorphism for the CTRL gene only (13) . A similar locus organization has been found in humans, indicating that the presumed duplication of a primordial CTO gene giving rise to CA and CT02 occurred before the divergence of mice and humans. Surprisingly, comparison of CA and CT02 sequences in either mouse or humans revealed only minimal divergence in the exon 1 region, suggesting the occurrence of some form of gene correction . Because the apparent correction of CTR sequences, possibly by a mechanism such as gene conversion, is of such potential biological import, and because this putative correction has occurred in such a pauci-gene family in contrast to its more usual association with larger multigene families, we have further examined evolutionary mechanisms operating at this locus by cloning and sequencing the CTO genes from Mus pahari (Pa), believed to be the most ancient mouse species existing today. Our results indicate that a correctional event independent of that seen in inbred mice has occurred in this natural population to similarly maintain exon 1 homology.
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Sequencing was performed by the chain termination procedure of Sanger (15) using M13 phage vectors (16) .
Results and Discussion
We have chosen to approach the question of mutational mechanisms operating on CTO genes by an examination of this locus in our wild mouse colony that contains representatives of all four subgenera of Mus. Two CTO genes are readily detectable in all wild species from our colony, but the pattern of hybridizable fragments is very different from that observed in M. musculus domesticus (17) . We have begun analysis of these restriction polymorphisms by characterizing the CT# genes from Pa, a member of the subgenus coelomys, believed to be the most evolutionary distant species from inbred laboratory mice . Two hybridizing fragments are detectable by Southern blot analysis (not shown) in Pa genomic DNA, suggesting the presence of two CT,O genes, although both fragments are polymorphic in comparison to those of inbred mice (17) . To further characterize these genes, a genomic library was screened and a phage clone isolated that contained two hybridizing fragments separated by^-6 kb . Because both hybridizing fragments are present in a single phage, the insert presumably contained CA and CT#2 from a single haplotype. This assessment was subsequently confirmed by sequence comparison with BIO .A CA and CT02 genes. Sequences obtained for the two genes, designated PaCT01 and PaCT# 2, are presented in Fig. 1 . As has been found for the inbred mouse and for humans, both CTO genes have the same transcriptional orientation and consist of four exons separated by introns of different sizes. In the PaCTf1 gene, the intron sizes are 491, 96, and 312 bp, and in PaCTf2, they are 487, 144, and 285 bp . In comparison, introns from the CTa2 gene of the inbred B10.A mouse are 506, 145, and 383 nucleotides, respectively . Complete nucleotide sequences are not available for the CA introns. Consensus donor and acceptor RNA splice signals are located adjacent to each exon, and a termination codon is found at the 3' end of exon 4 that is separated by 199 and 153 bp, respectively, from the CT01 and CT132 polyadenylation signals. The three potential glycosylation sites present in B10 .A genes are also conserved in Pa . Thus, the two PaCT,B genes have all characteristics of functional CTO genes.
A comparison of the PaCT01 and PaCT#2 sequences reveals striking variation in the degree of homology in different regions of the two genes. As might be expected, the exons are in general quite conserved and the introns are highly divergent. However, only four mutations are observed in the exon 1 sequence, of which three are silent . The transmembrane region is more divergent, with 18 mutations and six amino acid changes between the two genes. The smaller exons 2 and 4 are also slightly more divergent than their B10.A counterparts . A total of 30 mutations are observed between exons of PaCT01 and PaCT#2, encoding 10 amino acid substitutions, in comparison to 23 mutations and 4 amino acid substitutions in B l O .A . A predominance of silent substitutions is seen throughout these genes, indicating selection against replacement changes.
The observed four substitutions in the exon 1 region between PaCTf1 and PaCT#2 is much less than would be expected considering the divergence in other regions of the molecule and the presumed separation time between Pa and M. Substitutions shared between the two CT# genes in a species-specific manner are underlined . m. domesticus . The similar lack of exon 1 mutations between CT(J I and CT#2 genes in both BIO.A and humans has led to the speculation that some form of gene correction (i .e ., double crossover or gene conversion) has operated to prevent divergence of this segment. When exon I sequences of both CT 0l and CT02 are compared between Pa and M. m. domesticus, 16 positions are noted at which sequence differences occur. At 11 of these (Table I) , the substitutions are shared between CT0 l and CT#2 in a species-specific manner . There appears to be some tendency toward clustering of these substitutions, although the data is too limited to permit a clear determination. Several of the interchanges result in nonconservative replacements, such as glutamic acid for lysine (codon 17) , asparagine for tyrosine (codon 67) and glutamic acid for serine (codon 99). For each of the other five positions, three sequences out of four are identical, with no pattern as to which sequence contains the mutation . It therefore appears that, in each species, the CA and CT ,Q2 sequences have been independently corrected in a cis manner . This correction appears to be localized specifically to exon 1, as sequences 5' of the exon and in the intron immediately 3' are highly divergent (Table II) . In contrast, the 5' region of the intron in the human CTO genes also appears to have been corrected (6) . Where comparisons are possible, other regions of the PaCT01 and CT02 genes are as divergent from each other as the B10.A genes. Interestingly, the human genes are considerably less divergent from each other in all segments from the 5' flanking region through exon 3 (6 and PaC T # 2 -BIO .ACT02 (Table 11) , clearly indicates that neither of these species has deleted either CT01 or CT 02 and subsequently duplicated the remaining gene .
Our results suggest that gene correction is a dynamic process occurring during the modern evolution of a natural population, and that such correction may not be a rare occurrence even within pauci-gene families consisting of as few as two genes . Thus, the observed independent gene correction in these two species appears to reflect a strong selective pressure to maintain homogeneous CT01 and CT02 exon 1 sequences that presumably are important in some aspect of functional recognition . The above results, in conjunction with similar observations in other mammalian gene families such as immunoglobulins (18) and major histocompatibility antigens (19, 20) , provide an increasing body of evidence implicating corrective processes such as gene conversion as being of fundamental importance in the evolution of gene families in higher vertebrates .
Summary
Mutational mechanisms operating at the T cell receptor 0 chain locus have 
